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According to the generally accepted opinion of music) music - stage and especially critical 

circles, mezzo - soprano Renata Pokupić is one of the most expressive talents given by the 

Croatian music community in recent years. In particular, her performances on theatrical 

boards reveal to a large extent the advantages that promise to replace the career of a young 

artist, already with the first roles. matured to a fully rounded vocal; singing and interpretive 

achievement. 

Renata Pokupić was born in Virovitica, she finished high school in Zagreb, as well as the 

School of Applied Arts in Sculpture; indicating the breadth of her education. She studied 

singing with good pedagogues: at the Vatroslav Lisinski High School of Music in the class of 

prof. Rahilka Burzevska, and she graduated from the Zagreb Academy of Music with prof. 

Zdenka Žabčič. She had her first performance at the Zagreb Opera in the role of the Boy in 

Mozart's The Magic Flute. At the beginning of her career, she performed three roles on the 

stage of the Zagreb Opera: Ines in Verdi's Troubadour, Fenen in Verdi's Nabucco and Suzuki 

in Puccini's Madame Butterfly. 

Entering the play Troubadour, Renata Pokupić played the role of court lady Ines not only as a 

mature singer, but in a duet with Leonor in Act 1 she played very expressively, following the 

director's instructions and plastically realizing this, albeit episodic character. In Nabucco, she 

garnered flattering marks in the mature role of Fenenene, performing her beautiful singing 

line of her wearable, velvety mezzo-soprano, presenting this sympathetic youthful character 

as an actor. A special challenge for Renata Pokupić was provided by the role of Suzuki; which 

in Madame Butterfly’s opera is by no means episodic. In a great collaboration with young 

director Dora Ruždjak Podolski, she created a creation that impressed with her vocal beauty, 

sovereign singing skills and spontaneity of stage performance, perfectly blended into the 

atmosphere and unusually scenic performances, so she was justifiably entrusted with the 

award. 


